Epitopes derived by incidental translational frameshifting give rise to a protective CTL response.
Aberrant gene expression can be caused by several different mechanisms at the transcriptional, RNA processing, and translational level. Although most of the resulting proteins may have no significant biological function, they can be meaningful for the immune system, which is sensitive to extremely low levels of Ag. We have tested this possibility by investigating the ability of CD8+ T cells (TCD8+) to respond to an epitope whose expression results from incidental ribosomal frameshifting at a sequence element within the HSV thymidine kinase gene. This element, with no apparent functional significance, has been identified due to its ability to facilitate escape from the antiviral compound acyclovir. Using a recombinant vaccinia virus expression system, we find that in vitro and in vivo TCD8+ responses to the frameshift-dependent epitope are easily discernible. Furthermore, the in vivo response is at a sufficient level to mediate protection from a tumor challenge. Thus, the targets of immune responses to infectious agents can extend beyond the products of conventional open reading frames. On a per-cell basis, responses to such minimally expressed epitopes may be exceedingly effective due to the selective expansion of high avidity TCD8+.